AT&T Private Cellular Networks - Events

A temporary 5G+ solution

Bring 5G+ (mmWave) to your location to activate your business to the next level with AT&T Private Cellular Networks – Events. A rapidly-deployed, dedicated 5G+ network can help you tap into fan experiences and bring your venue to life.

Flexible onsite solution

5G+ design

Portable & temporary

Closed & dedicated network

Turn-key solution

Gaming events

Give fans the opportunity to be part of the game by supporting Augmented Reality (AR) applications and gaming.

Enrich fan experiences with 3D-rendered avatars.

Hologram AR communications

Supports AR/Virtual Reality (VR) applications that demand reliable low latency with dedicated and private network designs.

Offer your patrons exciting experiences beyond their imaginations.

Sports and entertainment

Enrich fan experiences and enhance broadcasting coverage with a portable network that supports 5G+ devices and technology, bringing exciting immersive interactivity to your venue.

Transforming broadcasting and media coverage

Wireless video cameras allow broadcasters to get into the action and cover even more angles without cords.

Game-changing experiences

Combining live-streaming video, mixed reality, and near-real-time stats can reinvent how fans connect to experiences.

Enrich fan experiences and enhance broadcasting coverage with a portable network that supports 5G+ devices and technology. Bring exciting, immersive interactivity to your venue.

Sports and entertainment

Immersive experiences

Offer your patrons exciting experiences beyond their imaginations.

Savvy events

Give fans the opportunity to be part of the game by supporting Augmented Reality (AR) applications and gaming. Bring your venue to life and create unforgettable moments.

Rapid 5G+ deployment

Turn-key solution includes: site design, installation, software, hardware, and on-site professional services.

Closed and dedicated

Your private network runs on dedicated 5G+ network to meet your bandwidth and performance needs.

Planning a 5G solution but you’re not quite ready? Get connected now to start innovating with 5G+.

Read more about AT&T Private Cellular Networks - Events or contact your Sales Representative.